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The telecom industry is more advanced today than ever and this was on the cards because the
number of users has increased considerably and there needed to be a system of billing that is up to
the mark. convergent charging is one of those major billing system implemented in the telecom
industry that allows common management for all service operators and users. It includes two types
of payment method namely prepaid and postpaid. Prepaid is that system where the user pays
before paying the service and he can receive the service for the amount he has paid up front
whereas in case of postpaid the user is billed for the total usage he has made for the month.

As you can understand the billing system of telecom is a complex one and it is not possible to
manually compute everything for a huge amount of users. But this is possible with convergent
charging which has made the process easy. No matter how many operators and users are this
billing services takes care of the billing process which follows a certain formula. This is also
applicable in broadband, mobile, fixed line and TV. bss oss is one of the systems used by telecom
industries and it is also related to convergent billing. This is a computer system and the operation
support system in it manages the fault of network, configure it and maintain network subsidy..

There is a close relation between convergent charging and bss oss because they are both pillars of
telecom system. One is responsible for better network while the other for billing process, and when
these two are ensured simultaneously the provider can provide best services..
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For more information on a bss oss, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a convergent charging!
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